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  Most Significant Change (MSC) - Summary 
Adapted f o  Da ies a d Da t 2005  The Most Sig ifi a t Cha ge  MSC  Te h i ue: A guide to its use, 
Version 1.00 http://www.mande.co.uk/docs/MSCGuide.pdf   

 

1. How to start and raise interest 
Identify champions and a find a way of explaining the purpose of MSC in the program.  

Consider running a pilot to test whether and how MSC will work.  It is important to engage 

those working directly with program participants as they will be the ones collecting and 

analysing data. 

 

2. Defining the domains of change  
Domains are not necessary and can emerge from your data collection.  However, organising 

questions to participants around 3-5 domains can help direct conversations with 

participants.  The core question is:  

 

‘Looki g a k o er the past o th, i  your opi io , hat do you thi k as the ost 
significant change in [particular domain of change]? 

 

Consider having: a  ope  do ai  where you include any  significant change (within or 

outside the program); a domain for capturing negative consequences; and then domains 

that point to specific changes that are significant.  Be guided by program participants as to 

what they see as the most significant changes. 

 

3. Defining the reporting period  
Link this to a reporting period or meeting cycle for which information about the program is 

needed.  This could be determined by funder requirements or by meetings that afford 

opportunities for learning within the program or by the overall length of the program.   

 

4. Collecting SC stories 
Use the core question related to 2-3 specific domains.  Follow-up questions su h as hat is 
this sig ifi a t to you?  a d hat diffe e e has this ade o  o  ill it ake i  the 
futu e?  a  i g fo us to i pli atio s a d i pa t.   
 

Purposefully asked and unsolicited examples can be recorded by those working closely with 

participants.  There may be a backlog of stories to record in the first instance.  Longer 

interviews can be conducted with notes taken by hand and read back to the participant.  A 

group discussion could be held with and recorded.  Participants could also write their own 

stories, particularly if they are part of a user involvement element of the program.   

 

Document who collected the story and when, the story itself – what happened and its 

significance to the sto ytelle .  I lude a headli e  o  title.  Co side  fi st olle ti g sto ies 
from frontline staff.  Then decide which program participants to ask.  Ethical considerations 

need to be taken into account and consent given. 

 

 

 

http://www.mande.co.uk/docs/MSCGuide.pdf
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5. Selecting the most significant of the stories 
Su a y y sele tio  is a t a spa e t ay to edu e do  the olu e of sto ies olle ted 

to a manageable number.  Either use the organisational structure or produce a structure 

specific to the MSC process.  Create a cycle of selection meetings.  Only discuss 10 stories 

from each domain.  Document the reasons they were selected 

 

6. Feeding back the results of the selection process  
Consider feeding back to program participants what you do with the stories.  This is your 

downward accountability for what you do with the information you collect and its 

subsequent impact on decision-making. 

 

7. Verification of stories 
Having someone go back round to data collections sites to speak to people about the stories 

collected can help double-check the basis on which selections and interpretations have 

been made. 

 

8. Quantification 
There are three main approaches 1.) Within stories it is possible to quantify how many 

people were involved, how many events or activities.  It is then possible to look across 

sto ies i  o de  to ou t  these ele e ts.  2.  If a sig ifi a t ha ge is oted i  a set of 
selected stories that may be important to other participants, this could be asked in 

subsequent story collection activities as a one-off  (i.e. not monitored or collected 

repeatedly) in order to generate a count.  3.) A full content analysis could be carried out on 

all stories to identify the amount of times a changes was referred to. 

 

9. Secondary analysis and meta-monitoring 
Secondary analysis involves re-examining the classification and analysis of the content 

across a set of MSC stories.  Meta-monitoring is checking how data is collected, how stories 

are selected and what happens to the stories. 

 

10. Revising the system 
After looking across the process it may be that previous steps in the process described here 

have to change, such as: domain names, reporting frequency, types of participants or 

selection process. 
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